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Abstract

The recent advances in additive manufacturing technology allow the real-
ization of single-process thermoplastic material extrusion (TME) 3D-printed
embedded sensors, leading to the easy and inexpensive production of smart
structures. While single-process TME dynamic strain sensors have already
been researched, vibration durability self-awareness is more than just an ad-
ditional 3D printed strain sensor and several questions need to be answered.
Is the durability self-aware sensors position structure-specific? Is the fatigue
life of the sensory element longer than the base structure? Does the fatigue
influence the self-awareness capability? Those and several other questions
are theoretically and experimentally addressed in this research. Two dif-
ferent fatigue identification methods are researched (i.e. the peak-response
and the frequency-drop methods). It was found that the vibration durability
self-aware structure printed in a single process is viable and the frequency-
drop based method gives reliable fatigue estimation; the fatigue damage was
correctly identified even in the case the sensory element was 3D printed in
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the fatigue zone and already significantly damaged. This research opens up
new capabilities for self-aware TME 3D-printed structures.

Keywords: Additive manufacturing, thermoplastic material extrusion,
vibration fatigue, Smart Structures

1. Introduction

Smart structures can make it possible to monitor critical parameters such
as the temperature, pressure or the health of components, without the need
of external sensors [1]. Several advanced applications have been researched,
e.g. in aerospace [2, 3], automotive [4] and biomedical engineering [5, 6, 7].
Additive manufacturing, especially with relatively low-cost [8] single-process
TME 3D-printed smart structures [9], opens up new possibilities for sensor
integration [10, 11]. It also offers various solutions for the realization of
embedded sensors: a hybrid approach, where the sensing element element
is inserted during the printing process [11, 12] and a multi-material TME
3D-printing [10, 9, 13].

One of the most investigated areas in recent years is the possibility of cre-
ating embedded strain sensors (exploiting the piezoresistivity effect [14, 15])
since they allow structural health monitoring [16, 17, 18]. Castro et al. [19]
printed a piezoresistive strain sensor with a Wheatstone bridge in multiple
configurations, obtaining a highly sensitive instrument. Al-Rubaiai et al. [20]
developed a soft 3D-printed strain sensor for sensing wind. Watschke et al.
proposed a novel design of resistive sensor for contact forces and deformation
guaranteeing better response to mechanical loading if compared to capacitive
sensors [21]. Maurizi et al [14] experimentally investigated the possibility of
realizing dynamic strain sensors with the TME approach, showing the possi-
bility of producing reliable dynamic sensors. More recently, research moved
towards determining and optimizing sensor performance. In this context,
Tan et al. [22] investigated the influence of the printing orientation on the
electrical resistivity, Zhang et al. [23] studied the impact of the layer thick-
ness, raster width, and air-gap, Watschke et al. [24] researched the influence
of the orientation, velocity and material flow; while Hampel et al. [25] ap-
proached the effect of layer height, nozzle temperature and printing velocity
on the electrical resistivity. Stano et al. [26] used a design-of-experiment
approach to investigate the combination of parameters that minimized the
electrical resistance and the variability of the printed sensor, discovering that
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the layer height and the printing orientation are the most influential parame-
ters in terms of electrical resistance and variability. Arh et al.[27] introduced
a method for the multiaxial identification of the dynamic piezoresistivity co-
efficient of TME 3D-printed structures, while Palmič et al. [28] investigated
the optimal process parameters to achieve highly conductive printed elements
for the transmission of sensor signals.

Besides the current progress in 3D-printed sensors [29], additive manufac-
tured components frequently replace components realized with conventional
processes. Several researchers are studying the structural behavior (static
and dynamic) of additive manufactured components. In recent years, re-
searchers started to focus on characterizing the fatigue behavior of TME
PLA components, which is strongly influenced by several printing process
parameters [30, 31, 32]. Gomez-Gras et al. [33] experimentally studied the
influence of four parameters (layer height, infill density, nozzle diameter and
velocity) on the fatigue behavior of a component made in TME PLA, veri-
fying that the most influential parameter on fatigue life is the infill density.
Afrose et al. [34] investigated the influence of the build orientation showing
that a raster angle of 45° provides a longer fatigue life. Ezeh et al. [35] further
confirmed the influence of the manufacturing angle on the fatigue behavior:
from several experimental results obtained with non-zero mean stress, they
concluded that for PLA components the mean stress can be easily taken into
account by performing a fatigue assessment in terms of the maximum stress
in the cycle. In 2020, Ezeh et al. [36] experimentally observed that the raster
angle also affects the overall fatigue behavior of PLA specimens in the pres-
ence of stress concentration phenomena, although this effect was said to be
negligible in these cases.

Due to the importance of the fatigue behavior of PLA additive manufac-
tured structures and thanks to scientific progress of the last few years regard-
ing single-process TME 3D-printed embedded sensors, the focus of this work
is to experimentally investigate the possibility of realizing a single-process
TME 3D-printed structure with vibration durability self-awareness. The re-
search is based on Y-shaped specimens [37, 38], where the base material
was polylactic acid (PLA) and the sensor element a piezoresistive conductive
thermoplastic filament [39, 40, 14]. In order to have good confidence in the
results obtainable with the printed sensor, all the outcomes were compared
with those obtained from a conventional accelerometer mounted on the spec-
imen. The parameters investigated as possible metrics for the evaluation of
fatigue failure are the frequency drop [41, 42] and the peak-response varia-
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tion. To be as general as possible, different geometries and positions in the
structure of the additive manufactured sensor were experimentally investi-
gated to determine whether the 3D-printed sensor can introduce a notch in
the structure, resulting in a shorter fatigue life of the specimen [43].

This manuscript is organized as follows. Sec. 2 shows the process fol-
lowed for the realization of the specimen and of the printed sensor. Sec. 3
introduces the experimental setup and presents the results obtained for each
experimental test. Sec. 4 draws the conclusions.

2. Self aware structure preparation

In this section, the procedure used for the realization of the self-aware
structure is detailed. The structure (Fig. 1) was printed with a 0.4 mm dual
nozzle (Ultimaker S3) using a non-conductive material for the base structure
and a conductive material for the sensory element.

2.1. The base structure

A Y-shaped specimen is frequently used for vibration fatigue research [37,
38] where the two masses attached to the free ends of the specimen are
used to adjust the vibrating frequencies of the system, see Fig.1. With its
adjustable natural dynamics, the Y-shaped specimen provides the possibility
to achieve fatigue failure in a reasonable time and in a well-defined fatigue
zone. Unlike previous studies, in this case the specimen is TME 3D-printed
with a non-conductive PLA (Ultimaker pearl white) material. The main
printing parameters used for the base structure are: a 0.1 mm layer height,
100 % infill density (triangular infill pattern), 0.1 mm infill layer thickness,
220 °C printing temperature, 60 °C build-plate temperature and a 70 mm/s
printing speed.

The Y-specimen has several natural frequencies. The vibration fatigue
was focused on excitation at the fourth natural frequency (symmetrical bend-
ing of the arms) [42] at approx. 195 Hz; the natural frequency was achieved
with two masses (each of 50 grams, see Fig. 2) attached to the free ends of
the Y-specimen. In order to obtain a good and repeatable fixation of the
masses, it was necessary to use iron inserts, see Fig. 1. The iron insert has
an external diameter of 5 mm and a M3 internal thread. To ensure a strong
connection between the parts over time, the external surface of the iron in-
sert is rough. In this way, a solid melting of the iron insert within the base
structures is guaranteed. The iron inserts were inserted into a 4.9 mm hole
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Figure 1: Preparation of the printed sensor and its electrical contacts

using a soldering tool. Between the samples, variations of approx. 1 Hz were
experimentally observed.

2.2. Sensory element

A conductive PLA material (Protopasta, conductive PLA) was used for
the sensory element. The sensor was printed with the specimen in a single
printing process. The main printing parameters are: a 0.1 mm layer height,
100 % infill density (line infill pattern), 0.1 mm infill layer thickness, 220 °C
printing temperature, 60 °C build-plate temperature and a 20 mm/s print-
ing speed. As shown by Arh et al. [27], in order to increase the sensitivity
of the sensor, the printed tracks are placed orthogonal to the measuring
direction. However, different printing solution may be used anyway. To elec-
trically connect the printed sensor to an electrical circuit, through which the
voltage/resistance variation is measured, it is necessary to make electrical
contacts that are mechanically strong enough to withstand the fatigue test,
but at the same time light enough so as not to affect the dynamics of the
system. For this purpose, the electrical contacts are realized by painting the
ends of the sensor with a conductive silver paint [27, 9], see Fig. 1. The
conductive silver (SCP03B produced by Electrolube) paint has a density of
1.44 g/ml, a surface resistance of 0.1 Ω/sq and a viscosity of 70 MPa s. A
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1 mm thick strip of the sensor (for each end) is used for painting (Fig. 1).
Once the paint is dry, it is possible to glue a conductive adhesive tape over it.
Thin copper cables attached to the external measuring circuit are soldered
to the conductive tape. In order to realize a better electrical contact, addi-
tional conductive paint is deposited on top of the conductive tape after the
gluing process. Fig. 1 shows the realization of the sensor and of the electrical
contacts.

As shown by Maurizi et al. [14] the dynamical load at the location of the
sensor element results in changes of the resistivity. The change in resistivity
was measured using the circuit shown in Fig. 2.

E+

Vs

E-

Vso

Rso
Rs

Figure 2: Schematic electrical circuit used to measure the voltage and current variation.

The realized measurement circuit allows to simultaneously measure the
voltage variation Vs across the resistance of the sensors Rs and across the
shunt resistor Rso. The shunt-resistor is used to measure the voltage drop Vso

and to identify the current that flows along the circuit by the Ohm’s law. The
shunt-resistance value Rso is of the same order of magnitude as the printed
sensor’s resistance Rs [27]. Once the current I and voltage variation Vs are
known, the resistance variation of the printed sensor is easily obtainable.
Assuming a linear relation, it is directly related to the deformation of the
structure, as with the classical strain gauges. [14]
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3. Self-aware vibration durability analysis

This paragraph shows the experimental setup and the results obtained
experimentally during the vibration tests carried out in order to test the
ability of the printed sensor to monitor the fatigue behavior of the specimens
made with additive manufacturing.

3.1. Experimental setup

To test the effectiveness of the printed sensor at monitoring the fatigue
failure, the Y-shaped specimen was tested through an electrodynamic shaker
in which a controlled acceleration profile has been applied at the fixation,
see Fig. 3. Preliminary FE analysis allowed designed a trapezoidal Power
Spectral Density (PSD), aimed to have a fatigue failure after 30 to 60 minutes,
with a frequency range between 150and 200 Hz and a RMS value of 3g.
The experiments were performed at room temperature; during the fatigue
test, the surface temperature of the sample was monitored and no significant
increase of the temperature was observed.

Arm accelerometer

Base accelerometer
Printed sensor

Width

L
ength

Figure 3: Experimental setup

To evaluate the sensor’s ability to detect the presence of fatigue damage,
an accelerometer installed on one of the arms of the specimen was used in
addition to the printed sensor, Fig. 3. This allows us to compare the results
of the printed sensor with those obtained with a conventional sensor used
to monitor the fatigue of the components. An additional accelerometer is
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attached to the excitation base and is used to control the excitation profile,
see Fig. 3.

In order to obtain results that are as general as possible, having the pos-
sibility to vary both the dimensions and the position of the sensor, different
configurations were tested in terms of sensor width and position, simultane-
ously checking the sensor’s performance in monitoring the fatigue failure of
the structure and the influence of the sensor’s position on the fatigue life. To
investigate the possibility of using 3D printed sensor to monitor the fatigue
life of a structural component induced by random vibration where the exact
fatigue zone is not know, this manuscript researched the case where a know
fatigue zone was investigated with a sensor in the fatigue zone and also out-
off the fatigue zone. If the loading conditions are well know, FE analysis may
be conducted in order to define the optimal location of the sensor in terms
of structural strength and sensor’s performances.

3.2. Sensor size and fatigue crack identification

To investigate the generality of the printed sensor to identify fatigue dam-
age, three different sensor widths were analyzed: 1.25, 2.5, and 5 mm. The
sensor length was kept constant and equal to 10 mm. To evaluate the influ-
ence of the width, the sensor was printed on the trunk of the specimen, see
Fig. 3. In each test the specimen was excited with the random profile, as
defined in Sec. 3.1.

To monitor the fatigue failure of the component the drop in the natural
frequency was monitored; it is generally recognized that fatigue failure occurs
when the natural frequency drops by 5 % with respect to its initial value [41,
42, 44]. The frequency drop is easily obtainable for lightly damped systems
typical in structural dynamics application [45]. However, in case of critical
damped structures a different parameter must be used to identify the fatigue
behavior of the component. Fig. 4 shows a comparison of the frequency
drops obtained from the embedded 3D-printed sensor and the conventional
accelerometer.

As is evident from Fig. 4, the frequency drop obtained from the printed
sensor is perfectly super-imposed over that obtained by the accelerometer,
thus confirming the excellent effectiveness of the sensor in monitoring a pos-
sible fracture of the component. To achieve as reliable results as possible,
each test has been repeated two times obtaining similar results. In each test,
a fresh sample was used.
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Figure 4: Comparison between frequency drop obtained by the arm accelerometer and the
printed sensor. (a) Sensor width = 5 mm, (b) Sensor width = 2.5 mm, (c) Sensor width
= 1.25 mm.

Besides the identified natural frequency, the response PSD peak variation
could be also used for fatigue life identification. The peak-response variation
acquired across the printed sensor is shown Fig.5. A comparison between
the peak of the acceleration response and the voltage response for the sensor
width equal to 5 mm is shown in Fig. 6. From the figures it is clear that
an important drop occurs when the specimen failed due to fatigue. Indeed,
comparing the results in terms of time with those shown in Fig. 4, it is
clear that both approaches allow monitoring the fatigue life, at least for the
researched position.

3.3. Sensor location

Beside evaluating the effect of the sensor width, another important as-
pect is the position of the sensor. In vibration fatigue generally, the deflec-
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Figure 5: Comparison between peaks of the voltage PSD for the three analyzed sensor
width.

tion mode excited by the excitation frequency range is not a-priori known
and the location of the sensor was modified to experimentally research the
importance of sensory element location for the two fatigue-damage identifi-
cation methods. For this, the possibility of measuring a fatigue crack was
investigated, considering five different sensor positions. Based on previous
results (Sec. 3.2) only the width of 1.25 mm was used for the sensor location
research. The sensor was moved up along the edge of the specimen as shown
in Fig. 7.

In order to have an higher confidence of the results, the tests have been re-
peated two times for each positions using always a fresh specimen. The spec-
imens were tested with the same experimental setup introduced in Sec. 3.1.
As in the previous case, both the frequency drop and the peak of the PSD
were observed for each specimen as possible metrics to highlight the fatigue
life. Fig. 8 shows the frequency drops for the first set of specimens.

As can be seen in Fig. 8, the printed sensor is able to monitor the fatigue
failure of the specimen. Indeed, visible frequency drops occur for all the spec-
imens and the results are identical to those obtained by the accelerometer.
For the second set of specimens, similar results were obtained.

As in the previous case, also in this case the possibility of using the peak
of the voltage PSD measured at the ends of the printed sensor was evaluated.
The trend of the peaks as a function of time is shown in Fig. 9.

From the peak of the voltage PSD at different sensor positions it is clear
that while the natural frequency is correctly identified at all positions, the
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Figure 7: Location of the printed sensor.

peak-response variation is highly dependent on the position. When the
printed sensor enters the fatigue zone, it is reasonable to expect that the
sensitivity of the sensor changes due to fatigue; however, from the results in
Fig. 8 it is clear that the position of the sensor also influences the fatigue
life of the whole structure. Despite the fact that the sensor is only one layer
thick, it initiates the fatigue crack and the fatigue damage is significantly
accelerated. As can be seen from the results shown in Fig. 8, at positions
3 and 4 of the sensor (Fig. 8 c-d) much shorter fatigue lives (approx. 50%
lower) are observed than in the other cases. To highlight this aspect, Fig. 10
compares the obtained fatigue life with the sensor positions for the conducted
experiment (two tests for each location). As evident, when the sensor is lo-
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Figure 8: Frequency drop obtained by the printed sensor for each position of the sensor.

cated close to the fatigue zone, the fatigue life of the base structures is much
shorter than in the other cases.

This is probably due to the fact that the fracture position is super-
imposed over the sensor. In fact, by monitoring the point where the fracture
begins (which deviates by tenths of a millimeter between one specimen and
another) with the positions 2, 3 and 4 of the sensor (see Fig. 11), it is possi-
ble to see how for positions 3 and 4 the breaking point is superimposed on
the printed sensor thus inducing a premature failure of the component. The
fatigue crack location for position 2 is located outside the sensor, therefore
the longer fatigue life can be attributed to this [46].

Additionally, to the surface positioned sensory elements, the possibility
of printing the sensor inside the structure was also researched. To this end,
it was decided to print a sensor in the middle plane of the specimen, Fig. 12.

Since the previously obtained results showed the ability of the 3D printed
sensor to identify a fatigue failure for each adopted position and dimension,
a sensor length of 10 mm and a width equal to 5 mm was used also in the
middle plane case. The external contacts are used to connect the sensor to
the external measuring circuit. The specimen was excited with the same
excitation profile as previously, simultaneously monitoring the accelerometer
and the printed sensor. Fig. 13 shows the obtained frequency drops for the
sensor printed on the middle plane of the specimen.

The failure due to fatigue is identically monitored by the accelerometer
and by the printed sensor. Thus, the ability of the printed sensor to track
a fatigue failure is independent of its location in the structure. Also in this
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case, from the trend of the peak of the PSD, as in shown for the previous
cases, no important variations will be detected and therefore this parameter
cannot be used to monitor possible fatigue failure.

3.4. Non linearity

In prior sections the linearity of the tested structure was assumed; not
to make the mistake and excite the structure in a non-linear region, here
the linearity assumption will be experimentally checked. To this end, the
1.25 mm width sensor in position 1 shown in Fig. 7 was tested by exciting it
with a sine wave with a constant frequency of 150 Hz and linearly increasing
the amplitude from 0.1 g to 10 g in 10 s. A sine wave frequency of 150 Hz was
chosen in order to not excite the natural frequency of the specimen (which is
around 195 Hz), but at the same time not to be close to the natural frequency
(due to the uncertainty associated with in-natural frequency excitation). The
maximum value of the excitation amplitude 10 g was considered in order to
have a test without fatigue failure for, at least, 10 seconds. During these
tests, none of the specimens failed.

The non-linearity test was repeated three times, always with a fresh spec-
imen. Fig. 14 shows the responses obtained from both the accelerometer and
the printed sensor. The 3D-printed sensor sensitivity is obviously not con-
stant between different prints, but is in the researched range close to linear,
see Fig. 14.
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Figure 11: Location of the fatigue crack vs position of the sensor

To further evaluate the linearity of the sensors, the linear regression (of
the form y = k x, where x is the acceleration excitation amplitude and y
is the response acceleration amplitude or the response voltage amplitude,
respectively) has been performed to determine the parameter k. For the
accelerometer, the coefficients k are 1.180, 1.315 and 1.440 for test 1, test
2 and test 3, respectively; while for the 3D-printed sensor the coefficients k
were 9.485 · 10−5 V s2/m, 8.123 · 10−5 V s2/m and 7.222 · 10−5 V s2/m for test
1, test 2 and test 3, respectively. To better define the linearity, the R-squared
values (R2) was computed and it is shown in Fig. 14. For the accelerometer,
the R2 is equal to 1.0000, 0.9999 and 1.0000 for each test respectively, while
for the 3D-printed sensor the computed R2 corresponds to 0.9991, 0.9994 and
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Middle plane view

Printed sensor

External contact

External contact

Figure 12: Sensor printed in the middle plane of the structure (at 5mm of height).

0.9999 confirming the linear behavior of both the accelerometer and of the
3D-printed strain sensor.
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4. Conclusion

The possibility of using a 3D-printed embedded strain sensor of simple
geometry to monitor the fatigue behavior and the fatigue life of a additive
manufactured mechanical component subjected to a random excitation was
researched. The position of the sensor element in the base structure, the
influence of the sensor dimension and the fatigue behavior of the sensor ele-
ment were investigated. Two different methods (the frequency drop and the
variation of the peak-response) were investigated for fatigue damage moni-
toring.
The Y-shaped specimen was excited with a controlled base acceleration and
the results obtained from the in-situ 3D printed strain sensor were compared
to those of a classical accelerometer. The obtained results show that with the
researched sensor widths and the researched positions (in the middle plane
of the structure, far from or close to the fatigue zone), the sensor is always
able to provide the information for fatigue damage identification. The most
accurate fatigue damage identification method is the frequency-drop which is
always able to correctly identify fatigue damage, the response-peak variation
method is instead not always reliable.
The changes of the sensor’s position allowed noticing that the sensor location
has a great influence on the fatigue strength of the base structure. Indeed,
the closer the sensor is to the fatigue zone, the shorter is the fatigue life of
the specimen. This is due to the discontinuity of the material introduced by
the sensor that causes the initiation of a fracture.
The results obtained in this research confirmed the potential of durability
self-aware TME 3D-printed structures.
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